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Summary 
In January 2018, University Executive Board authorized £2.5M for the purchase and support             
of a new central high-performance computing facility for the University of York, supplied by              
Dell and supported by Alces Flight. This aimed to accelerate research in the university              
across all of the faculties and to provide a focus for developing interdisciplinary activities              
across the University. On February 14th 2019, Viking, as it was to be named, went live,                
providing 7000 cores, 42 TB of memory, 2.5 PB of storage, free at the point of delivery, to                  
staff, postgraduates, and undergraduates across the university. This is a major university            
facility comparable to that provided by institutions much larger than York. 
 
Since its launch, Viking has revolutionized the computational capability of the university.            
Supported by a team of 6 from IT Services and academic departments, the facility has               
supported 180 projects and 500 users. Despite the lag time between research and             
publication, 44 research outputs have been produced with support from Viking and this will              
rise substantially over the coming years.  
 
The facility is currently well used, predominantly by the science departments but with some              
use across all faculties. An ongoing challenge will be engagement with the non-science             
faculties to ensure that they are able to take advantage of the transformative capacities of               
big data, machine learning, and computational methods in their disciplines. The recently            
created N8-CIR is helping here, with bespoke training in computational methods for Digital             
Humanities, Digital Health and other areas. 
 
Although only halfway through the current lifecycle for Viking, attention must now turn to the               
future and the potential for the long term provision of high-performance computing at the              
University of York. 
 

Statistics 
● 500 registered users across 180 projects, spanning 17 departments 
● 44 recorded research outputs, 86% of which would not have been possible without 

Viking 
● 40 million CPU hours of work done over 7 million jobs 
● Computing resources have been allocated to user jobs for 90% of the time in 2020 
● 50% of Viking users are undergraduate/postgraduate taught students  
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Year Overview 
Viking launched on February 14th 2019 with a successful event to mark its commission.              
Featuring academic and industrial speakers from a range of fields, the event marked a              
positive start to a transformative time for research at the University. In fact, prior to the                
official launch of the new computing facility, several University researchers had already            
enjoyed putting Viking through its paces, with the Biology department exploiting all 7000 of              
Viking’s computational cores to great effect in reducing the time taken to complete genomic              
assemblies from several weeks on the University’s previous computing facility, YARCC, to            
just over a day. Since becoming available to all University researchers, this kind of success               
has continued, with users from all faculties making use of the facility in their research               
endeavours. 
 
Viking has seen steady growth in uptake over the course of its first year, with 180 projects                 
and 500 users. Whilst computing facilities of this nature tend to be science-focused, Viking              
has managed to capture a user base across 17 academic departments in  all three faculties. 
 

Faculty of Sciences Faculty of Social Sciences Faculty of Arts and 
Humanities 

Biology Economics and Related 
Studies 

Archaeology 

Chemistry Education Music 

Computer Science The York Management 
School 

Philosophy 

Electronic Engineering Centre for Health 
Economics 

 

Environment and 
Geography 

  

Health Sciences   

Hull York Medical School   

Mathematics   

Physics   

Psychology   

Figure 1: Departments with registered Viking projects 
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It is encouraging to see uptake from the Faculty of Arts and Humanities! There is scope for                 
increased engagement with departments in both the Social Sciences and Arts and            
Humanities, which a growing research software engineering capacity in IT Services will help             
with. 
 
Viking has seen a large volume of computational work done with over 40 million CPU hours                
of work completed across more than 7 million jobs. Viking resources have been in use with                
user jobs 89% of the time since the beginning of 2020. 

Research Outputs 
Through search of research output databases and user surveys, we have recorded a total of               
44 research outputs (papers, articles, datasets, software etc.) that have been produced            
using Viking.  
 

 
Figure 2: Research outputs which made use of Viking, counts by department 
 
 
The above figure reflects the split of researchers on Viking, and the greater experience with               
HPC in the natural sciences. As we increase engagement with other Faculties and existing              
social science / arts and humanities projects complete, we expect this picture to change. 
 
Additionally, 86% of survey respondents stated that without Viking, the research output            
would not have been possible to produce on University of York facilities. 
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Figure 3:  Proportion of work done by different types of servers in Viking and proportion of 
research outputs produced using each of these different types of server. 
 
The standard nodes in Viking were responsible for 80% of the Viking research outputs. The               
specialist components (GPU, high memory) were responsible for a disproportionate amount           
of the recorded research outputs as these are facilities that are not available to researchers               
anywhere else on campus. All of these resources would typically incur cost on             
regional/national facilities or in the cloud but were provided free at the point of use to York                 
researchers.  
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Case Studies 
 
We have selected some highlights from work done on Viking throughout year 1 for case               
studies. Additionally, a full reference list for Viking research outputs can be found in              
‘Research Output References’. 

The Unusual Skulls from the River Thames  

Eleanor Joan Green, Ph.D. student in the Department of Archaeology, University of York             
and the Department of Life Sciences, Natural History Museum, London. This project is             
supported by the Arts & Humanities Research Council (AHRC) Collaborative Doctoral Award            
scheme (AH/N005015/1). 

 

 

Figure 1: Three of the skulls recovered from the River Thames held in the River Thames                
collection at the Natural History Museum, London. 

 

Over the past two centuries, archaeological finds have been, often inadvertently, recovered            
from various locations along the course of the River Thames, southeast England. Amongst             
these finds are ornate metalwork, preserved wood, and human remains, commonly skulls.            
The Natural History Museum, London, holds a collection of approximately 300 skulls            
recovered from the Thames in the past 200 years. The small number of skulls which have                
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been radiocarbon dated thus far span a wide age range, from the Neolithic (from ~6000               
years ago) to the Post-Medieval period. 

As part of my PhD research, I have extracted the surviving DNA from 30 of the skulls from                  
the Natural History Museum’s collection. After death DNA is no longer maintained by the              
body, and begins to decay. As a result of this, when we investigate ancient DNA we are                 
looking for small DNA fragments which have been subject to base changes. The DNA              
recovered from the skulls is being analysed using Viking, the University of York’s new high               
performance computing cluster. Whilst working with ancient DNA, we retrieve both host and             
non-host DNA sequences. In the case of the Thames skulls, the host DNA is that from the                 
individual human, the non-host DNA is mainly bacterial and derives from the depositional             
environment of the skulls. The human DNA will be used to create a genetic profile of each                 
ancient individual (chromosonal sex and genetic affinities) by comparing the Thames skulls            
data to previously published genomic data derived from modern and ancient European            
populations. To identify the source of non-host DNA we use Viking to map against large               
databases of known DNA sequences. Identification of the non-host DNA will enable us to              
build up a more thorough picture of the history of this unusual collection. 
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Computational Magnetism Group 
Sarah Jenkins, Mara Strungaru, Sergiu Ruta, Luke E Elliott, Daniel Meilak, Roy W Chantrell, 
and Richard F L Evans 
 
Over the past year Viking has enabled the computational magnetism group in the             
Department of Physics at the University of York to conduct a wide variety of projects on                
fundamental and applied magnetic materials, with applications in novel cancer therapies,           
new magnetic memory technology and 2D magnetic materials. The new capability enabling            
large-scale simulations on hundreds of computer cores has enabled us to significantly            
increase the types of systems we can simulate and the quality of data that can be collected.  
 
Some results of particular interest are those of two-dimensional magnetic materials such as             
CrI3, essentially a magnetic equivalent of graphene. Until recently it was thought that such              
materials should not possess long-range magnetic order due to the Mermin-Wagner           
theorem, but our simulations have revealed rich magnetic behaviours not previously           
explored. 
 

We have also performed simulations on Magnetic Random Access Memory (MRAM)           
devices, showing the complex size evolution of the magnetic stability as sub-50 nm length              
scales, as well as the origins of stray magnetic fields and their ability to form complex                
magnetic spin structures. This research has significant implications for the development of            
future devices with reduced dimensions, and could enable an industry-wide shift towards            
non-volatile memory technology. 
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Visualisation of different magnetic nanoparticles used for magnetic 
hyperthermia 
 
Viking has also been used to explore magnetic shape anisotropy in small magnetite             
nanoparticles with applications in novel cancer therapy through magnetic hyperthermia. The           
shape anisotropy is often thought to be the dominant contribution to the heating which kills               
cancerous cells, but until now the detailed origins of the effect in nanoparticle-sized systems              
have proved illusive. Through state-of-the-art atomistic simulations performed on Viking we           
have been able to determine the contributions of shape and faceting to the magnetic shape               
anisotropy, which will help to accelerate the development of this promising cancer treatment. 
 
We have used the large capacity of Viking to enable previously impossible simulations of the               
fundamental properties of IrMn, an industrially important antiferromagetic material with          
applications in magnetic data storage, spintronics, and neuromorphic computing. Using the           
power of thousands of computing cores, we were able to determine the complex cubic-like              
form and temperature dependence of the magnetic anisotropy for the first time. We were              
also able to simulate the excitations of IrMn coupled to a ferromagnetic material, showing a               
strong enhancement of the effective anisotropy due to the presence of interfacial spins. In a               
related paper, we determined the fundamental nature of exchange anisotropy, finding an            
unusual scaling with magnetization that has broad implications for the interpretation of            
experimental measurements. Another large scale study of the dynamics of ferromagnetic           
FePt used for heat assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) has explained complex           
experimental measurements that previously disagreed with theoretical estimations. Our         
findings will contribute to the development of next-generation magnetic recording technology           
enabling large increases in data storage density. 
 
The provision of the Viking service has been revolutionary for our research, and has already               
enabled studies that would have been impossible. The work we are now able to produce is                
of the highest international standard, and will significantly enhance the profile of researchers             
from the University of York in the fields of spintronics and magnetism. 
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Modelling Surface Ozone Concentrations in Beijing 
Peter Ivatt, Wolfson Atmospheric Chemistry Laboratories 
 
Ozone is an important pollutant which degrades human health, inhibits plant growth and             
contributes to climate change. However, it is not directly emitted into the atmosphere but              
forms from complex chemistry occurring within the atmosphere. Computer simulations which           
attempt to replicate the chemistry, meteorology, emissions, and other processes in the            
atmosphere are used to try to understand this chemistry and to evaluate policy decisions to               
reduce ozone’s concentration.  
 
Due to rapid economic growth, recent attention has focused on the sources of ozone in               
China and the interplay of different compounds emitted into the atmosphere. We have             
focused on data collected in Beijing in the summer of 2017. Using the open-source              
GEOS-Chem atmospheric chemistry transport model (www.geos-chem.org) we have        
simulated the observations collected during this campaign.  
 
 

 
Figure 1. Ozone concentration measured in Beijing in May and June 2017. Black line              
indicates observed concentrations and red line indicates that simulated         
concentrations above 50 ppbv for 8 hours would break WHO standards.  
 
 
Conventionally, once a ‘reasonable’ base model simulation has been developed a relatively            
small number of studies are conducted to explore the model sensitivity. This is often done in                
an ad-hoc manner. With the increase in computational capabilities offered by Viking, we             
have been able to take a different approach.  
 
With Viking, we have been able to run hundreds of almost identical simulations,             
systematically varying one parameter in turn. With our previous cluster, it took a week to run                
4 simulations. With Viking, this has become a week to run around 200 simulations. This               
increase in computational throughput allows us to better explore the complex chemistry and             
emissions that underlie a problem such as air quality in China and so provide increased               
insights into this important societal problem.  
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CryoEM structure of the Nipah virus nucleocapsid assembly 
Huw Jenkins, York Structural Biology Laboratory. 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Micrograph and final reconstruction. a) representative micrograph scale bar is 50 
nm). b) 3.6 Å reconstruction (left) and atomic model (right).  
 
 
Nipah virus (NiV) is an emerging, highly pathogenic virus causing acute respiratory illness             
and fatal encephalitis. There is no vaccine or approved treatment available. Since the initial              
NiV outbreak in Malaysia in 1998, there have been sporadic outbreaks in Bangladesh and              
India almost every year with case-fatality rates of around 75% and confirmed human to              
human transmission. The World Health Organisation has classed NiV as a priority disease             
alongside Ebola, Zika and SARS due to the pandemic potential of this virus.  
 
The RNA genome of NiV is wrapped by the nucleocapsid protein to form a helical               
nucleocapsid. This not only protects the viral genetic material from degradation by nucleases             
in the host cell but also regulates viral replication. Therefore understanding of the             
mechanism by which the nucleocapsid protein binds to RNA could play a role in              
development of antiviral therapeutics. The NiV nucleocapsid protein can be recombinantly           
produced in bacteria where it binds to the bacterial RNA.  
  
In order to determine the structural basis of nucleocapsid protein:RNA interaction, purified            
ribonuclear protein complexes were imaged by electron cryomicroscopy (cryoEM) at the UK            
national electron bio-imaging centre (eBIC). An example micrograph is shown in Figure 1a.             
A variety of spiral shaped assemblies are present in the sample resulting from the variation               
in length of RNA bound. In order to produce a high resolution cryoEM structure of the                
complex many thousands of images of the protein:RNA complex with the same conformation             
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must be aligned and averaged, therefore, this heterogeneity in the sample presents a major              
challenge.  
  
Fortunately, recent developments in cryoEM reconstruction enable “computational        
purification” where images of complexes in different conformations can be separated. The            
aim is to identify a subset of images where a single conformation of the complex has been                 
imaged in a variety of orientations. As the number of conformations present in the sample is                
unknown, multiple attempts must be made and so the process is computationally very             
demanding. It was, therefore, essential for this project to be able to make extensive use of                
the resources available on Viking. In the RELION software the computation is parallelized             
down to the level of individual particles and so the work can efficiently make use of the                 
resources on Viking. Even so for a classification run using ~150 CPUs the typical wall-clock               
time required was 24 hours. Over 350 classification runs were required to optimise             
parameterization and then characterise the heterogeneity in the sample (Fig 2), to finally             
enable identification of a subset of particles that could be used to generate a sub-4Å               
resolution reconstruction (Fig. 1b). This resolution was sufficient to build an atomic model of              
the nucleocapsid protein bound to RNA (Fig. 1b). The model enabled both the structural              
basis for RNA binding by the nucleocapsid protein to be determined and the protein:protein              
interactions involved in helical assembly of the nucleocapsid to be defined. A pre-print             
describing this work has been submitted (CryoEM structure of the Nipah virus nucleocapsid             
assembly - doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.01.20.912261) 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: 3D classification workflow. 
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Targeted sequencing in DLBCL, molecular subtypes, and 
outcomes: a Haematological Malignancy Research Network 
report 
Stuart Lacy, Health Sciences. 
 
Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) is an aggressive cancer and the most common form              
of non-Hodgkin lymphoma. Recently, research attention has focused on classifying genetic           
variants of this cancer in order to identify potential targets for novel treatments; two recent               
whole exome sequencing studies proposed partially overlapping classification systems. 
 
The Haematological Malignancy Research Network (HMRN) provides a registry of all new            
haematological malignancy diagnoses (leukemias, lymphomas and myelomas, and related         
blood disorders) from a catchment population of ~4 million. Using a representative            
population-based cohort of 928 DLBCL patients from HMRN, tumour DNA was sequenced            
using a targeted gene panel. A computationally-intensive machine learning algorithm was           
applied, confirming the existence of six molecular subtypes of DLBCL, providing evidence            
that genomic tests have prognostic significance in non-selected DLBCL patients. 
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A consensus-clustering method was employed to quantify the strength of these six subtypes.             
The original clustering algorithm was refitted on a large number (1,000) of bootstrapped             
datasets (1,000) and the proportion of pairs of samples that were assigned to the same               
cluster was calculated; the more robust the cluster, the more frequently its members would              
be grouped together. Fitting the mixture-model takes around 20 minutes, meaning the whole             
process would take 33 hours, or over 18 days, if run sequentially. Fortunately, the Viking               
HPC facility at York enabled this to be run in parallel, meaning results could be obtained in a                  
matter of hours. The plot below summarises the results, showing that the MYD88 group was               
the most robustly defined, and NOTCH2 the least. 
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Events, Support, and Training 

Events 
Viking’s commission began with a successful launch event, filling the Bowland Auditorium            
and drawing speakers from a range of institutions. Professor Sophia Ananiadou (Director of             
The National Centre for Text Mining), Professor Carla Molteni (Physics, King’s College            
London), and Conrad Wolfram (CEO, Wolfram Research Europe) presented on text mining,            
computational simulations of materials, and new developments in mathematics education          
through computing, presentations which were well-received by attendees and prompted          
engaging discussion. 
 
Since the launch, the Viking team has had a presence at several events, including YorkTalks               
and subject specific conferences, and has run a successful showcase event, bringing            
together researchers from across faculties to present their computational work on Viking.            
This event offered researchers from many departments the opportunity to share knowledge            
and experience on computational research topics, and has led to valuable connections being             
made between the Viking support team and the University research community. 

Support 
Over the past year, the Research and High Performance Computing Support Team has             
grown from its original size of 4 staff working on rotation to provide generic support, to 6 staff                  
providing both dedicated first and second-line support to all Viking users and specialised             
research computing support to several departments in the Faculty of Sciences. This growth             
in staff has been funded using a mixed model, with funding from IT Services, academic               
departments, and research projects.  
 
Growth in support capability has resulted in an improved user experience on Viking, allowing              
minor issues and queries to be resolved swiftly and leaving room for deep-dive support on               
the kinds of issues that facilitate new research or more quickly delivering on research              
outputs. The 2019 IT Survey turned up several positive items of feedback for Viking, and the                
additional capacity in the team has also allowed us to work on longer term plans based on                 
feedback for improving the service. 
 
IT Services have also been able to support research activities on cloud computing 
infrastructure - as part of the Viking procurement, the University received $10,000 of 
Amazon Web Services credits, which have been allocated to nine research projects. These 
credits allow for the exploration of technologies that are unsupported on Viking, and provide 
insight into technologies to consider for research computing procurement. 
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Training 
IT Services have a number of relevant training courses for Viking in development. We are               
currently collaborating with Teaching & Learning to deliver an Introduction to the Linux Shell,              
foundational knowledge for productive working on Viking. Following the introduction to Linux            
shell, a generally-targeted Introduction to Viking will run, covering the tools and best             
practices for getting value from the facility, and where requested, we are happy to develop               
versions of this training that are customised for the needs of departments across the              
faculties. IT Services also maintains a curated list of online training resources for             
researchers, which was recently referenced by UCL as a ‘go to’ list of resources for online                
research computing learning. 
 
In addition to group training, individual consultations with a member of research computing             
support have been made good use of - University researchers have been able to talk               
through their computational ideas and problems with an experienced member of staff,            
resulting in new ways of working and improvements on existing computational workflows. 
 
Finally, IT Services have been working with the University’s Coding Club, run by members of               
staff from the Physics department and IT Services, to provide informal support for             
computational research. Many of these interactions have resulted in an improvement of user             
experience on Viking! 
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Regional and National Links 
 
This is an exciting time for regional and        
national research computing at the     
University. The N8 Centre of Excellence      
in Computationally Intensive Research    
(N8CIR) has recently been awarded     
£3.1M from EPSRC, supplemented by     
£5.3M from N8 member institutions, to      
establish a new research computing     
facility in the North of England. The       

Northern Intensive Computing Environment, NICE, has been designed to match the           
architecture of some of the fastest supercomputers in the world, and will facilitate research              
from across the University faculties - particularly that which can benefit from GPU             
computing. You can find more information about this new facility on the N8 CIR website. IT                
Services will be able to support the use of NICE when it becomes available for use, and look                  
forward to the potential new discoveries/improvements it could facilitate.  

 
Not only is there a new regional facility on         
the way, the national supercomputing     
facility ARCHER is currently undergoing a      
teardown and rebuild into a completely      
new facility (ARCHER2), having received     
£79M of government funding in early      

2019. With potential for impressive performance improvements (nearly 10x in many cases),            
as demonstrated by the system benchmarking results, several groups at the University who             
have made use of the current ARCHER facility will be looking forward to a significantly               
improved system. More information about the new ARCHER2 system can be found on the              
ARCHER website. 
 
We see the establishment of these two new facilities as a great opportunity to support               
University researchers in developing their computational work to incorporate new          
technologies and run at a larger scale than Viking can reasonably facilitate. Viking is              
therefore an important stepping stone for researchers looking to make use of these facilities,              
and we will be looking for ways in which we can support the jump up. 
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Plans for the Future 
Viking is now stable, with the initial teething troubles dealt with. Most users are able to                
exploit the system without support. This affords the Viking support team an opportunity to              
develop the service further.  Projects here include: 
 

● Redesigning user documentation and developing specialised support for individual         
departments to encourage more uptake within the University 

● Developing a status monitoring system to provide Viking users with information about            
the current usage of Viking 

● Developing our support for reproducible research practices through tools which allow           
work to be straightforwardly transferred between computing facilities, allowing groups          
to move from local to regional and ultimately national computing systems  

● Work closely with other elements in IT Services to provide on-demand access to             
cloud computing resources, giving researchers the ability to flexibly move beyond the            
limitations of Viking  
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